JOYCE’S WOMEN

Written by Edna O’Brien
Directed by Conall Morrison

ABBEY THEATRE
17 SEPTEMBER–15 OCTOBER 2022
JOYCE’S WOMEN IS A CO-PRODUCTION BETWEEN THE ABBEY THEATRE AND EILENE DAVIDSON PRODUCTIONS, JOYCE’S WOMEN WAS FIRST PERFORMED AT THE ABBEY THEATRE, DUBLIN, ON 17 SEPTEMBER 2022 AND IS PART OF THE 2022 DUBLIN THEATRE FESTIVAL.
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Edna O’Brien is the recipient of many awards, including the Irish PEN Lifetime Achievement Award, the American National Arts Gold Medal, the Frank O’Connor Prize, the PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in International Literature, and the David Cohen Prize for Literature. In 2021, Edna O’Brien was appointed Commandeur of French Arts and Letters. Born and raised in the west of Ireland, she has lived in London for many years.
“JAMES JOYCE HAD BEEN MY ULTIMATE HERO FOR SIXTY YEARS, BUT TO PAINT THE CANVAS OF HIS LIFE WAS DAUNTING. THEREFORE I DECIDED TO DEPICT HIM AS SEEN BY THE KEY FIGURES IN HIS LIFE- MOTHER, WIFE, MISTRESS OF A FLEETING MOMENT, HIS PATRON HARRIET WEAVER AND HIS BELOVED DAUGHTER LUCIA, OF WHOM HE SAID HER MIND WAS BUT A TRANSPARENT LEAF AWAY FROM HIS.”

— EDNA O’BRIEN
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Our mission is to nurture a love for the art form for the generations to come, mentoring new talent and giving voice to all of Ireland’s citizens. If you’d like to support us in our work, please contact: marie.lawlor@abbeytheatre.ie
EILENE IS AN INDEPENDENT INTERNATIONAL THEATRE PRODUCER WHO WORKS IN THE UK, US, AUSTRALIA AND EUROPE.


Eilene is currently co-producing *Leopoldstadt* (Longacre Theatre, Broadway), *Death of a Salesman* (Hudson Theatre, Broadway) and is delighted to join as a co-producer on the NYC transfer of Gabriel Byrne’s *Walking with Ghosts* later this year (Music Box Theatre, NYC).

Eilene formerly worked as an actress, writer and dramaturg in Europe and USA. She is in the President’s circle at BAFTA and is a member of the Society of London Theatre (SOLT) and sits on the board of the prestigious Huntington Theatre in Boston, USA.

As Ireland’s national theatre, the Abbey Theatre’s ambition is to enrich the cultural lives of everyone with a curiosity for and interest in Irish theatre, stories, artists and culture. Courage and imagination is at the heart of our storytelling, while inclusivity, diversity and equality are at the core of our thinking. Our art celebrates both the rich canon of Irish dramatic writing and the potential of generations of Irish theatre artists to come.

**ACCESSIBLE PERFORMANCES**

Audio Described and Captioned performances are provided by Arts & Disability Ireland with funding from the Arts Council / An Chomhairle Ealaíon

**Sign language interpreted performance:**
Thursday 6 October, 7:30pm

**Touch Tour of Stage and Set:**
Saturday 8 October, 12pm

**Audio-described and captioned performance:**
Saturday 8 October, 2pm

ISL interpreted performances feature a professional interpreter who translates the production into Irish Sign Language.

Audio Description is a live verbal commentary fed through an ear-piece that captures the visual elements of a production as it unfolds, that a blind or partially sighted person might otherwise miss.

Captioning is similar to television subtitling and gives deaf and hard of hearing audiences access to live performance.
—Coming Soon

A WHISTLE IN THE DARK

WRITTEN BY TOM MURPHY
DIRECTED BY JASON BYRNE
4 OCTOBER—5 NOVEMBER 2022
ON THE PEACOCK STAGE

SOLAR BONES

BY MIKE MCCORMACK IN AN ADAPTATION BY MICHAEL WEST
DIRECTED BY LYNNE PARKER
20—29 OCTOBER 2022
ON THE ABBEY STAGE
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